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Who we are
Andy Cotgreave

Andy is a visual analytics expert who has been with Tableau 
since 2011 in various roles ranging from product consultant 
to social content manager. He is now Tableau's technical 
evangelism director. Prior to Tableau, he was a data analyst 
at the University of Oxford. 

As a technical evangelist, Andy helps people see and 
understand their data using Tableau's innovative products. 
He shares his passion for visual analysis and technology 
with his writing, (e.g. Computerworld, on tableau.com, and 
his own blog), speaking at industry conferences like SXSW 
and Tableau’s own events.



Who we are

Eric Brochu

• PhD in CS from University of 
British Columbia
• Thesis in Machine Learning, worked on 

models for nonlinear optimization problems 
using human input

• Joined Tableau in March 2016
• Working on Recommendations team, helping 

design and implement recommender 
systems for tables & joins and data sources.



Who we are

Chris Fraley

• PhD in CS from Stanford 
University
• 25+ years experience in statistical 

computing

• Joined Tableau in November 2015
• Working on Analytics research and 

development unit
• Contributed to Tableau’s clustering algorithm
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Machine Learning Introduction



IDC forecasts revenues from AI and 
machine learning systems to total 
$46 billion by 2020

AI & Machine Learning To Boom
In 2020, AI will become a positive net 
job motivator, creating 2.3 million 
jobs, Gartner reports



“The development of full 
artificial intelligence could spell 
the end of the human race. ”

- Stephen Hawking
(BBC Interview, 2014)



“The development of full 
artificial intelligence could spell 
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“I don’t work on not turning AI 
evil today for the same reason I 
don't worry about the problem 
of overpopulation on the planet 
Mars.”

Andrew Ng, 
VP & Chief Scientist, Baidu











Machine Learning Definitions



What is Machine Learning?





How does it differ from AI? Data 
science? Deep learning?



• Machine learning
– Methods which are 

trained on past data to 
produce future output

ML
AI

Data 
science

UselessUseful

DL



• Machine learning
– Methods which are 

trained on past data to 
produce future output

• AI
– Mimicking human

understanding and 
behavior

– No requirement to use ML
– ML happens to work the 

best
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• Machine learning
– Methods which are 

trained on past data to 
produce future output

• Deep learning
– Specific collection of 

Neural Net based ML 
methods

– Pretty amazing results on 
certain problems

ML
AI

Data 
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• Machine learning
– Methods which are trained 

on past data to produce 
future output

• Data science
– Full pipeline to solve 

problems with data
– Often uses ML, focuses less 

on automation
• Statistics

– Same / similar techniques
– Usually different goals

ML
AI

Data 
science

UselessUseful

DL



Advantages / Limitations of ML



#1: Don’t have to 
develop math/stat 
algorithms from 
scratch

Advantages of Machine Learning



#2: Speed up decision 
making through 
automation

Advantages of Machine Learning



#3: Learn 
automatically 
through examples 
(e.g. classification)

Advantages of Machine Learning



#4: Discover patterns, like 
clustering/segmentation 
or outlier/anomaly 
detection
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#5: Predict outcomes

Advantages of Machine Learning



#6: Identify which inputs 
most affect outcomes

Advantages of Machine Learning



#1: Doesn't eliminate the 
importance of quantity and 
quality of data collected

Limitations of Machine Learning



#2: Need for validation and 
uncertainty quantification

Limitations of Machine Learning



#3: Decisions to be made 
when using machine learning 
methods: 

Data transformation

Model selection
Variable selection
Parameter settings
Handling missing data
Handling outliers/anomalies
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#4: Machine Learning 
models can be hard to 
interpret

Limitations of Machine Learning



Machine Learning at Tableau



Smart @ Tableau

[T]he computer is the most 
remarkable tool that we've ever come 

up with. It's the equivalent of a 
bicycle for our minds.

~ Steve Jobs, Memory & Imagination 
(1990)

Human-Centered
• Augmentative.
• Empowering.
• Focus on things machines are good at and humans are not.
• Don’t interrupt me!

Contextual
• What is the task?
• Knowledge elicitation.
• What to infer and how?

Adaptive
• “Learning”
• More data = things can improve.
• The more we can learn, the better for everyone.



Ways to be Smart
Heuristics/rules UX

Data Science Machine Learning
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Data 
(+ Labels) Model Predictionsgeneralizationtraining

Machine Learning: a very very short intro



Data 
(+ Labels) Model Predictionsgeneralizationtraining

Machine Learning Key Points

Data-Driven
Generalization

Adaptive

adaptation



Data 
(+ Labels) Model Predictionsgeneralizationtraining

Machine Learning Key Points

Being data-driven, generalizable and adaptive
doesn’t just let us do things better, it enables us to 

do things that were previously impossible (or at 
least impractical).

adaptation



Data 
(+ Labels) Model Predictionsgeneralizationtraining

Machine Learning Key Points

BUT, it’s not going to solve all our problems
• Requires formally-specified problems
• Requires “good” data, and plenty of it

How to get from data + questions to features?

adaptation



Smart/ML = big changes coming to BI



Tableau Recommendations



Recommendations

• What did we learn from working on recommendations?

• How did this help us think about ML? What decisions did we 
make?





Recommendations

Model

Decision 
Process

Context

Recommended 
Items

Users
Worksheet views
Table joins
Data sources

Active user
Current connection
Tables and joins

OFFLINE

ONLINE

Training
Process

Data
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(+ Labels) Model Predictionsgeneralizationtraining

Abstract Machine Learning system

Tableau Recommendations system
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Table & Join 
Recommendations

• Surface popular tables and 
joins

• Training data = table join 
data

• Model = associations

• Prediction = popularity

recommendations

context



Data Source Recommendations recommendations

personalization

• Model = “People like you tend to like 
this.”

• Training data = user-workbook 
interactions

• Prediction = how likely user is to 
interact with item





Open Discussion with Panel



When it comes to machine learning for my organization,  
where do we start? How do I know it is the right 
investment? What should my team be focused on?

Discussion #1:



How do you see natural language processing (NLP) 
playing into machine learning? 

Discussion #2:



What gets you most excited when we can combine the 
power of machine learning and data analytics?

Discussion #3:



Additional Resources



2018 BI Trends – Full Report
http://tabsoft.co/2A2Mwhm

BI Trends Additional Resources

BI Trends Voting Visualization
https://alpo/authoring/2018Top10BITrendsVotes/Votes?#1



BI Trends Additional Resources

2018 BI Trends – Facebook Live w/ Chief 
Product Officer Francois Ajenstat
http://tabsoft.co/2D653LF

BI Trends “11th Trend” – Facebook Live
http://tabsoft.co/2mlkBzV



Thank you


